1V.A. INTRODUCTION
A central part of the mission of the Burning Plasma Experiment (BPX) is to determine the alpha particle dynamics of self-heated fusion plasmas. While an increasing experimental and theoretical effort exists to simulate alpha-particle physics conditions, BPX will be the first fusion plasma in which the alpha power, P,, exceeds the auxiliary heating power, Pauz. A second critical condition realized in BPX will come from the existence of relatively large amounts (pa 2 0.2%) of alpha particles with ~11 2 VA&& capable of Cherenkov excitation of the Alfven spectrum of collective oscillations, which can affect fast alpha confinement. The exploration of this virgin territory can be expected to reveal unanticipated plasma physics phenomena favorably and unfavorably affecting overall performance, just as was the case when the tokamak program moved from ohmitally heated to neutral beam and radiofrequency (RF) heated plasmas. Thus, the range of alphaparticle physics results from BPX promises to be of fundamental importance for any subsequent Experimental Test Reactor (ETR).
The list of currently conceptualized alphaparticle physics issues starts with the global questions of (a) what is the self-heating efficiency qa with which the alpha power at birth couples to the bulk plasma; (b) particularly in the regime pa > pauz, how does Pa affect bulk plasma stability and confinement; (c) what is the central confinement time of the thermalized alpha particles (helium ash); and (d) what are the thermal stability boundaries in plasma operation space including the synergistic alpha effects contained in (a),(b), and (c) above.
The remainder of this section will develop some of these global issues in more detail and analyze the implications for BPX. 1V .B. ENERGETlC ALPHA-PARTlCLE COUPLING EFFICIENCY qa
Before going into the details of specific loss mechanisms, it is valuable to assess the impact of reduced coupling of the alpha power (Pa, E SfE,,, Sf N (af~)nz/4) to the background plasma. Given an anomalous Do and ensuing fast alpha loss frequency VL N DQ/a2, it follows readily from al- FUSION TECHNOLOGY VOL. 21 MAY 1992 pha power balance that the coupling parameter qa E [Pa (coupled) /P&l is given by and we note that in steady state Sj/n, = l/rs~. naza is the velocity distribution (fa) averaged alpha pressure including the effect of ur, on the kinetic equation for fa. (For VL~-SD/~ w 1, the slowing down distribution is strongly affected.) Given v~, we follow a recent work by D. Note that (TZrE)* is a function of temperature, and ifqa = 1, achieving nTE = (727~)~ describes ignition. We rewrite Eq. (2) as and obtain Fig. 4 .1, showing (a) how for a given normalized ignition margin nrET/(nrE),T, Q drops as qa decreases below 1, and (b) how, for a desired Q, (nrE)/(nrE)* has to be increased as qa drops. From Eqs. (4.1) through (4.4), it thus becomes apparent how collective alpha effects pro ducing an anomalous 0, could impact BPX performance and thus become detectable. The experimentally observed offset-linear dependence of plasma stored energy on heating power2 implies that the incremental stored energy at Q = 5 op eration, relative to ohmic, should be twice that achieved with RF heating alone in a nonreacting plasma. qa < 1 will be detectable as a reduced incremental confinement time, ram, for alpha heating. Quantitative measurements of 7"" due to alpha particles require Q 2 2. The fundamental benefit of fusion-born alpha particles in an axisymmetric tokamak is their ability to maintain the bulk plasma power balance via collisional slowing down against transport and radiation losses. It is therefore of keen interest to study confinement of ener F etic ions such as those produced in D-D and D-He plasmas in present large tokamaks.
In fact, the fusion product gyroradii of these fuels are about the same as that for D-T (but the relative concentrations are not: nDD/ne w IOB4 versus n,/n, 5 low2 in D-T so that present D-D fusion products act merely as test particles).
With the exception of certain so far unresolved triton burnup deficits, experimentation by Zweben et al3 on TFTR shows agreement between actual conilnement of D-D fusion products and classical guiding center orbit and collisional slowing-down theory in quiescent plasmas. 4 Moreover, comparing the observed single-particle loss rate (coming mainly from near-transitionlayer counter-going ions) with calculations assuming anomalous diffusion coefficients of increasing magnitude, an upper bound of 0, < lo3 cm2/s is found in TFTR, at IP = 1.8 MA, compared to typ ical thermal ion diffusion of Di z 2 x lo4 cm2/s. From this value of Da, the estimated fast alpha confinement time TV N a2/4D is much larger than the alpha thermalization time, thus allowing for self-heating of the fusion plasma.
These at low mode numbers n, m. Moreover, the periodic bursts of this MHD activity are correlated with drops in the neutron signal of 5 to 7% in TFTR (see Fig. 4 .2), and, in DIII-D, as much as 45% of the NBI power can be lost. However, in TFTR, E&,, 21 c, while in DIII-D, e&l approaches the beta limit, which suggests a pressure-driven mechanism is involved besides the TAE mode (which by itself does not need a pressure gradient drive).
Furthermore, in both machines, the critical beta for the onset of this instability is significantly larger than predicted by simple TAE theory (without including Alfven continuum damping, not to mention nonlinear effects).
So far, no low-field, mainly parallel NBI experiments of this kind have been performed on JET. But ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) minority heating was used to produce l-to 5 Overall, the near-classical slowing-down behavior of TFTR, DIII-D, and JET observed in the absence of (a) large-amplitude Mirnov-like oscillations and (b) sufficient amounts of super-Alfvenic parallel-going ions is reassuring. However, underlying present bulk plasma fluctuation levels at lclpi < 1 are not entirely characteristic of possible Alfvdn waves excited in future burning plasmas, which may include the shorter wavelengths Iclp, N 1 regime. Thus, the present results serve to provide the baseline in nonburning plasmas. D-T operation in TFTR and JET should reveal the location of some alpha stability boundaries, but BPX operating at Q > 5 is needed to measure ran quantitatively and thus determine the fusionrelevant fast alpha confinement. FUSION In TFTR, ripple losses have been analyzed9 numerically and experimentally. They are peaked at the outer midplane. At high current (Ip 2 1.5 MA), they are comparable in magnitude to prompt (first orbit) losses, but the stochastic threshold scales differently with Ip, B, and E than prompt losses. The ripple loss time is much shorter than the slowing-down time.
In BPX so far, the l&coil design with & = 2.6 m, a = 0.8 m, and q*(a) 2 3 has been analyzed with respect to the dominant stochastic rip ple losses using the RIPLOS code: At R = & + a, the toroidal field (TF) ripple is <l% and 0.09% of the total alpha slowing down distribution is lost (Sec. V.L). The RIPLOS code simply and quickly evaluates the condition for the onset of stochastic ripple losses. An intermediate step, namely, following an ensemble of banana centers through their ripple loss and slowing-down history, is under development. The full treatment (requiring >lOO hours of CRAY time or massively parallel computing) follows alpha-particle guiding centers. Such an effort is currently under way in a manner similar to that undertaken by the ITER physics team. However, comparisons of ripple amplitude between BPX and ITER (normalized to the stochastic and ripple-trapping thresholds) reveal that ripple losses should be comparable between the two devices. The full guiding center Monte Carlo ripple loss simulation is needed to provide detailed engineering information on the ripple loss power deposition profile on the first wall and physics information on the dependence of the ripple losses on the sawtooth inversion radius and the edge value q+(a) (Ref. 10) . As long as r (sawtooth) >> TSD, as expected, sawtooth-driven alpha ripple losses should be unimportant.
IV.E.2. Alpha Losses Due to Sawtoothing
Experimentally, the results from TFTR, DIII-D and JET were briefly discussed above, showing strong interaction with energetic ions. Theoretically, the interaction of alpha particles with the m = n = 1 internal kink is still a very active topic,*1112 particularly where it concerns the explanation of the sawtooth period extension due to energetic particles (leading to "monster sawteeth").
In linear theory, retention of noncircular plasma cross section and of trapped particles of all pitch angles (including those near the trapped/circulating boundary) afkcts the stabil-ity results essentially and requires numerical treatment.13 Nonlinearly, it is now well recognized that in large, hot tokamaks such as JET, the sawtooth crash is much faster than predicted by Kadomtsev's resistive MHD model, but a new satisfactory model does not yet exist, even without the additional kinetic effects from the alpha particles. First, weakly burning plasma results from TFTR and JET D-T operation will provide guidelines, but obtaining the relevant BPX results at Q > 5 and attempting sawtooth control may be pivotal for the operation of ETR-class tokamaks. where uza = (F)Tw is driven by the energetic alpha density gradient and E0 g rnvi/2 is the fast alpha energy averaged over the alpha distribution function. The functions Fi,z (VA/&) originate from inverse and regular Landau damp ing on the alpha particles and electrons.20 Equation (4.7) is obtained from an analytic large-aspectratio dispersion relation localized in radius around the gap mode peak. The more exact marginal stability curve obtained (numerically with the Nova-K code) from a global stability calculation is shown in Fig. 4.3 for BPX equilibrium parameters. In this calculation, n, = na(0)e-"/'z is assumed, and results are shown for La/a = 0.2 and 0.3 for fixed temperatures TeO = Ti, = 10 and 20 keV. (a is the minor plasma radius.) In this figure, the volume-averaged (pa) and the ratio of alpha birth speed to Alfven speed, &/VA, are free parameters entering the kinetic part of the Nova-K code, for a fixed MHD equilibrium, producing the Alfven gap mode spectrum. The toroidal mode number is fixed at n = 1; the poloidal spectrum centers about m = 1 and 2. The plasma is stable below each curve and unstable above. The sharply rising boundary on the left comes from the left-hand side of (4.7), i.e., the condition w*~/w~ > F2/Fr for instability, where Fs/Fi m O(1). By increasing VA N B/6, one can thus avoid instability, but at B = 9 T, v,, < VA requires r& < 0.57 x 1020 mm3 (for a 50:50 D-T plasma), which is below the expected operating region. Concerning &, at fixed Pthermd = 3%, ,& = 1.5 x 10m3 at 10 keV and pa = 0.01 at 20 keV (cf. Fig. 3 can be violated in BPX, depending on the operating point (see Fig. 4.4) . Still under investigation is the linear damping of the alpha-driven TAE due to a stabilizing coupling effect of the main gap mode to continuum modes near the plasma edge. 22 An important additional reduction in growth rate has recently been discovered23 to come from the poloidal harmonic side bands at zlll = 21,4/3. This enables thermal ion Landau damping to exceed electron Landau damping by a factor of "5, overall (for pi = 2%).
Linearly, broadening of the alpha density profile is stabilizing. For typical n and T profiles, L, (birth)/a 2 0.20. If one assumed that the nonlinear consequence of the TAE-induced anomalous alpha transport was to broaden n,(r) until it decreased wecr enough to satisfy Eq. (4.7), a simple estimate is L, (marginal)/a 2: 0.5. Such an n,(r) profile implies modest changes in the alpha power deposition, but there is no clear reason to expect such a benign saturation mechanism rather than, for example, strong relaxation oscillations similar to those observed in beam-driven fishbone modes, which can substantially deplete the beam ion pop ulation.
Besides quasi-linear profile broadening and flattening of the resonance region in velocity space,24 alpha orbit losses due to the finite-amplitude TAE waves25 have been under investigation. With regard to the latter, a subsequent rigorous analysis of single alpha-particle guiding center losses in action angle variables as well as Monte Carlo simulations of an ensemble of fast alpha particles have been done at prescribed &/& 3 10m4. In recent work by Sigmar and H~u,~s the simulation is arranged such that prompt loss orbits are entirely removed from re-entering the statistics. Qualitatively, the earlier results of Ref. 25 are confirmed. The resonance condition w -lcllwlla -IE~z)D~ = 0, where w = wgap is shown to be maintained for several alpha transit times during which the particle loses energy to the wave, for realistic tokamak geometry and radial TAE mode structure. During resonance periods, the alpha particles suffer a secular radial drift that scales a &I&. Over longer periods they experience a random walk in constants of motion space (E, pB,/E, P4) which scales a (&/B0)2. bance with amplitude &/Be 21 2 x 10m3 produce orbit stochasticity above the KAM surfaces and island regions below. We note that although strong stochasticity appears in the upper P,+, (i.e., small plasma radius) region, there is no stochastic particle loss across the plasma boundary that corresponds to a location below the KAM surfaces. However, with pBo/Eo w O(l), the same condition will lead to a fully stochastic Pv -cp Poincare plot and radial losses. (The TAE obeying the El1 = 0 constraint of ideal MHD does not stochasticize the magnetic field lines, only the alpha orbits.)
Stochastic orbit overlap occurs at &/Be = 2 x 10m3 for n = 1 and at lower amplitudes when more than one toroidal mode number is admitted. For one n, the phase-space diffusion coefficient Dp+p+ a 1F2, i.e., a favorable scaling with plasma current. Several gap modes indeed coexist experimentally,7 semilocalized at different radii, depending on the profiles of wi -Ic$~i, where R&l1 = n -m/q(r). For example, when the ion density (contained in US) varies as q m [q(r)ls2, a channel of frequency gaps can open from the plasma center to the edge without encountering a continuum branch near the edge (which could act as a damping mechanism2i). Quantitative results of Monte Carlo modeling of alpha phase-space diffusion into the prompt orbit loss region are underway. Much more work (including improvements in linear continuum mode damping, nonlinear saturation, and calculations of a self-consistent D,) is needed before the total impact of TAE on BPX can be predicted theoretically.
IV. E.3. b. Alpha Ballooning Modes
The standard ballooning stability threshold can be theoretically lowered by fast alpha particles. For trapped alpha particles, the precession resonance is destabilizing, for circulating alpha particles, the wave frequency-transit frequency resonance acts similarly. Earlier work27 has recently been extended to a high-frequency branch wr N-WA&,$ for high mode numbers. The low-frequency branch. wr m w*i can be stabilized when the fast alpha banana precession frequency exceeds w,. The highfrequency alpha-driven branch is unstable. It has a simplified (local) & threshold valid for EZIA/U, 2 kepa L L/&q: /3y 2: f;'Z @p)"', (4.8) where fr is the fraction of resonant alpha particles. value easily achieved in BPX. However, this highn mode is not expected to produce a hard beta limit but a soft onset of fast-alpha diffusion. Using quasi-linear theory, Rewoldt estimates in Ref. 27 that 0, m xe on the ballooning unstable flux surfaces. In Ref. 27 it was shown that in terms of the critical background beta, Gt, the alpha ballooning threshold is exceeded for (@/4). This is indicated in Fig. 4 .4 as the curve labelled "alpha ballooning."
Experimentally, the Alfven frequency excitation observed in DIII-D (Ref. 6 ) ap pears to have a pressure-driven component with toroidal mode numbers 4 to 9, which could be a form of fast-ion-driven ballooning modes. A specific analysis for BPX with radial profiles profiles of n, T, and q taken from a run of the BAL-DUR radial transport code simulating H-mode operation in BPX is under way. The radial density profiles for the background species are very flat in the interior, that for alpha particles is very steep. In addition to the wr N w*pi root, another unstable branch is found with a larger linear growth rate, which is a high-n extension of the low-n TAE. The new WA root is destabilized by increasing steepness of the alpha-particle profile.
IV.E.3.c.
Alpha Fishbone Oscillations
The (we note that this is really a density, not a beta limit.) Here R, is the alpha gyrofrequency, and the shear parameter s = (rb/q) 1 is evaluated at the q = 1 resonant surface. s cannot be measured easily and is assumed here to be s x 0.2 [depending on q(o) and ri/a N q(a)-'].
This formula for Pzt was derived analytically in the limit of deeply trapped particles.
Inserting the present BPX parameters yields &Yt cv 10-2~,,/~~.
[For a fuller display of this threshold cf. Eq. (40) at $?% on, the theoretical TAE threshold, and the alpha B shbone threshold (which could come down in pa if the shear at the q = 1 surface is flatter); Overall, BPX appears capable to pass through these thresholds (if they exist self-consistently) and to explore their importance for the burning plasma performance. It is important to note that the divertor system in BPX is not anticipated to be capable of handling the power outflux at the beta limit, at 9 T. However, at modestly lower fields, alpha particle studies near the beta limit are possible (since Pju cx p2B4) if confinement is slightly favorable, or the heating system is upgraded.
Because alpha instabilities are anticipated in some regions of parameter space, BPX wall armor and protective limiters must be designed to handle a substantial load of alpha power, to permit steady operation in these unstable regimes. As an example, one could imagine attaining Q N 10 at 71~ N 0.5, which would imply an alpha loss power of rv 20 MW with 20 MW of auxiliary heating. Further calculations will be required to optimize limiter and first-wall design to handle this power flux.
W.F. THERMAL STABIUTY
Depending on available Pauz and on the achievable H-mode improvement factor on TE (where it has been shown elsewhere in this paper that 1.85 x ITER-P is expected and even a small increase to 1.95 would produce a sizable increase in Q) BPX may cross the thermal stability threshold which basically follows the ridge in n-T space leading to the Cordey pass, see Fig. 4 .6.O For this case, 2,~ = 1.65,~~ = 1.85 x ITER-P and for the pro files n w T m (1 -$) was assumed.
Note that in this diagram, the central density and tempera-. ture values are plotted (versus (n) and (nT)/(n) in the standard POPCONS).
It will be worthwhile in BPX to explore indications of thermal selfstabilization due to the various anomalous fast alpha diffusion mechanisms discussed above, which reduce the self-heating efficiency v~, thereby regulating the operating point. 
1V.G. HELIUM ASH
At full-fusion-power wall-load values corresponding to PI,~~ = 100 MW, the flattop time for the loss power is 3 s, preceded by a 5-s rampup. In this relatively short time, the helium ash accumulation nH,/n, is between 2 and 4%, enough to be discernible, but not enough to quench the bum. This is shown in a zero-dimensional timedependent simulation by Stotler (Sec. 1II.D) assuming TE = 2 x7-E (ITER-P), P,, = 20 MW, and z = 1.65 (see Fig. 4.7) . This simulation is identi$!l to that of Fig. 3 .25 of Sec. III.D.3 except that the helium ash from fusion reactions is allowed to accumulate (no losses) with the initial helium number adjusted so that nHe/ne = 1.7% at the start of heating, easily consistent with ion cyclotron minority concentration requirements. The helium density profile is assumed to be identical to that of the hydrogenic species (square-root parabolic). Note the drop of Pa after t = 11 s due to helium accumulation. At the peak of Pa, nHe/nne = 3.5%. Thus, BPX can reveal whether this effect exists. Anomalous outward transport of epithermal alpha particles could be a natural consequence of the fusionenhanced fluctuation spectrum, an effect that may not exist in Q 2 1 machines. If helium ash should indeed accumulate centrally, BPX may be able to As indicated in Fig. 4 .1 and various POPCON plots, BPX can explore, over a wide range in n -2" space, the effects of less-than-classical alpha power coupling efficiency v~. It can determine the impact of self-consistent alpha ripple transport and alpha-driven fluctuations on bulk plasma stability as well as on bulk plasma energy and particle confinement. This experiment will be the first to enter the new regime of Pa > Pam, simultaneously containing an isotropic fast alpha distribution fa, with a fully populated ~11, > V,Jlfv& component. Across its available density and temperature range, BPX can move in and out of alpha-instability areas, e.g., alpha-TAE, alpha-ballooning, alpha-fishbones, and alpha-driven sawtooth oscillations. Furthermore, it may be able to cross thermal stability boundaries and reveal potential self-stabilization due to alpha-induced losses affecting q& and possibly bulk plasma confinement.
BPX can explore incipient helium ash accumulation in the presence of a fully developed alpha-driven fluctuation spectrum (which may provide anomalous outward diffusion). Finally, BPX will show the level of sustainable con-finement enhancement over L mode and the required H-mode power threshold in the presence of strong central isotropic alpha heating. Central power deposition may produce better than the currently known confinement scaling,2g but at the present state of understanding of plasma energy confinement, it remains for the experiment to reveal the additional impact of the fully developed alpha particle component on plasma energy confinement .
